Welcome, again, to another issue of ‘MOVIE NIGHT’. Thanks to all who have contributed, especially to David Wyatt for
providing his regular column. This is the longest issue to date, thanks in no small measure to the many exciting events,
DVD releases and pieces of news that have been happening lately. It’s a good time to be a silent comedy fan! As
always, please do get in touch with articles, story submissions, or opinions and ideas. Your contributions are really
appreciated. In case you missed it, there’s a new email: movienightmag@gmail.com. Alternatively, you can still use my
old address, matthewross22@googlemail.com. Thanks for your continued support, and happy reading!

Cover photo: George Formby, Cyril Ritchard and Kay Walsh in ‘I SEE ICE’ (1938).

STOP PRESS! AN AMAZING BUSTER
KEATON DISCOVERY!
The International Buster Keaton Society (The Damfinos) have announced a
fantastic, unexpected find in a new press release:
A treasure trove of previously unknown behind-the-scenes material
documenting the making of Buster Keaton’s The General, long considered
one of the greatest films ever made, has recently been discovered by a
member of the International Buster Keaton Society Inc.
In the summer of 1926, Cottage Grove, Oregon, a local photographer was
given unprecedented access to the filming of the classic, and his vast
collection of photographs and nitrate negatives remained stored in a box
until found recently by one of his descendants. The collection was obtained
by the member of the Buster Keaton Society, and rights to publish the
materials were donated to the group. In addition, the only known script for
the film, the personal copy of one of the film’s writers, Clyde Bruckman,
complete with his and Keaton’s handwritten notes, recently surfaced at
auction and rights for it were obtained by the Keaton Society, which plans
to publish a book in the near future, featuring both the photographs and the
script, along with other rare, previously unpublished material about the
making of the film.
The combination of the photographs and the script provide an exceptional
glimpse into the making of Keaton’s 1926 masterpiece The General, and
as such, they are an unprecedented find.
An unprecedented find, indeed. Until someone invents a time
machine, this is the nearest we’ll get to being on the set of a
masterpiece with a master. Looking forward to that book!

CHAPLIN CELEBRATED IN STEEL
x
CITY
Sheffield University, in association with the
National Fairground Archive, has just
celebrated Chaplin’s celluloid centenary with a
festival during the Spring Bank Holiday week.
Highlights included:
*CITY LIGHTS with a live orchestra.
*A David Robinson talk and introduction to
'THE CIRCUS'
*A programme of Keystones accompanied by
Neil Brand.
*Chances to see films in quirky locations,
including 'MODERN TIMES' in the appropriately
industrial setting of Kelham Island Museum.

BRITISH PATHE
OPENS THE
ARCHIVE
The wonderful free resource that
i s the Bri tish Pa the film collection
ha s been made a vailable on
YouTube. Containing a vast bank
of newsreels, along with filmed
va ri ety a cts and some odds and
ends of fiction films (RADIO
PARADE, revi ewed in the last
i s sue for i nstance), it is now more
s earchable, and accessible. Take a
l ook at
youtube.com/BritishPathe

Great stuff,and the turnout was generally very
good. Nice to see Chaplin still packing ‘em in
100 years on.

SONS OF THE DESERT takes to the
stage!
Here’s a first: a stage production of a Laurel and
Hardy film! ‘SONS OF THE DESERT’ took to the
stage of the Liverpool Empire in October 2013.
An ambitious notion that could have been a
huge let-down, this was actually a fantastic
show in every way. Sets were cleverly designed
on a split-level system to allow for the climatic
scenes where the boys hide in the attic above
their wives, and there was creative use of clips
from the original film. The cast were superb,
especially Michael Starke as Ollie. Roy Brandon’s
Stan fell into that Laurel impersonator trap of
grimacing a little too much rather than just
looking blank, but this was a minor quibble.
Many of the cast also did double duty; to
expand the show into a full length performance,
the first half replicated a variety bill. As well as
singers and an extra sketch from ‘L & H’, there
were also many homages to other music hall
entertainers, such as local heroes George
Formby, Eric Morecambe and “the Egyptian
Sand Dancers”, Wilson, Keppel & Betty.
All in all, a great concept pulled off with flair and
finesse, as near as we’ll get to seeing the real L
& H on stage. Here’s hoping for another run.

SUCCESS IN BO’NESS!
The Hi ppodrome Festival of Silent Ci nema is becoming a beloved a nnual event. This year was the
mos t s uccessful yet, winning 5 s tar reviews and publicity that extended to prominent posters of
Bus ter Keaton spread throughout Edinburgh. B.K. featured in the newly discovered version of ‘THE
BLACKSMITH’, a l ongside Chase’s LIMOUSINE LOVE a nd Cha rley Bowers’ THERE IT IS. What great
choi ces! Congratulations to a ll the team at Bo’ness for a great event.
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FOUND!

LOVE, LIFE AND LAUGHTER (1923)
I’m hugely excited to have yet more lost film news to write about in
this issue. The glut of rediscoveries continues apace, with perhaps
the most important find for several years. ‘LOVE, LIFE AND
LAUGHTER’ is a 1923 British feature starring Betty Balfour. Balfour
was somewhere between being the British Mabel Normand and
Mary Pickford; she had seen her greatest fame playing a chorus girl
character ‘Squibs’ in several films, under the aegis of director George
Pearson. Pearson was one of the most talented and innovative of
British directors, and has even been credited with developing the
travelling shot. Sadly, many of his films are lost, so this is an
important discovery for his cannon of work.
Aside from this, it is a work that offers much promise. There was a
lavish budget, and the film was praised roundly at the time for its
mixture of comedy and pathos . Balfour is again in chorus girl mode,
albeit not as ‘Squibs’. As a dancer struggling to achieve her artistic
ambitions she finds romance with a poet who ha s similar dreams. A
review from the Manchester Guardian sums up the film loquaciously:

“This fantasy of a chorus girl and a young poet is clever, but chiefly clever in simulating cleverness, in tickling the intellectual
vanity of its audience with a goose feather, coloured peacock by imagination .”
The BFI included ‘LOVE, LIFE AND LAUGHTER’ in their list of 75 ‘most wanted’ missing films. A handful of the others on the list
have turned up, but often in fragments. ‘LOVE, LIFE AND LAUGHTER’ is, happily, a complete print. The film is apparently tinted
and toned, but does have Dutch intertitles, so will require some restoration. Hopefully detai ls of showings (and maybe a DVD
release?) will be announced in due course. It certainly is wonderful to see such an important film turning up. Perhaps the re cent
surge of new interest in silent cinema is inspiring people to look a little harder at what they have. We can only wonder what will
turn up next!
The ever-wonderful Silent London blog has a great article on the film: http://silentlondon.co.uk/2014/04/03/lost-betty-

balfour-film-discovered-by-eye-love-life-and-laughter-1923/

WHOOZIT (1928)

FOUND!

More exciting news, about one of my favourite silent comedy stars, Charley Bowers! In
issue 4 of MOVIE NIGHT, I wrote about Bowers' exhilaratingly surreal live
comedy/animation shorts.
Bowers' rediscovery has been dogged by frustrating gaps in his filmography. He made
but 19 of his gems, and roughly half of these are missing. However, rediscoveries
continue. It's recently come to light that 'WHOOZIT', one of Bowers' 1928 Educational
comedies, has turned up and been restored by Lobster films.
It was Lobster who spearheaded the Bowers revival, with their superior DVD set
collating all his surviving work. This brilliant set has been out of print for some time,
but a trailer has just appeared on YouTube, containing clips from ‘WHOOZIT’! A 2014
release date is given, but with no mention yet of exactly when. I'm hopeful that, as
well as ‘WHOOZIT’, the rediscovered first reel of 'MANY A SLIP' will be included. I
await more details eagerly.
Speaking of WHOOZIT, here's a nice ad from 'THE FILM DAILY', describing it as "Even
better than 'THERE IT IS!'" As the latter film is generally considered one of Bowers'
very best, the rediscovery is exciting news indeed!
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THE ROGUE SONG (1930)
Despite all the missing films that have turned up lately, ‘THE ROGUE SONG’, MGM’S Technicolor , allsinging, all-dancing, showcase for opera star Lawrence Tibbett, remains elusive. Few would probably
care if not for Laurel and Hardy’s supporting roles in the film, inserted as welcome relief from all the
warbling and Ruritanian histrionics.
While we all love to see any footage of Stan and Babe, what makes ‘THE ROGUE SONG’ so sought after
is its colour. This was the only colour film made of Stan and Babe in their peak years. Contextualised in
their career, it is also of interest as perhaps the inspiration for their later ‘operetta’ films, such as ‘FRA
DIAVOLO’ and ‘THE BOHEMIAN GIRL’. Of course, the comedy content would be greatly magnified for
these, but the initial inspiration, and some ideas towards structure, must have come from here.
As it is, ‘THE ROGUE SONG’ is not an entirely missing film. Fragments have turned up over the years, including snippets of various
scenes and the complete theatrical trailer. Frustratingly, the only extant full scene of L & H takes place in a cave. At night. So
much for colour, then!
Even less visually stimulating, but hugely valuable, is the fact that the entire soundtrack of the film has survived. At this early
juncture in the sound era, films still came with their soundtrack supplied on disk. One set of these disks has miraculously
outlived the film it once accompanied, giving us at least all the dialogue. This has recently been made available on the Internet
archive, and makes for rather a bizarre listening experience. Although watching films without sound seems completely natural to
us silent film fans, it is quite something else to listen to a film without the accompanying images!
Of course, there are long stretches without any sound at all, not to mention the tedious dramatic dialogue and crockery shattering singing. (“I’m always bored…. So bored!” wails one character in the film. I feel her pain). Nevertheless, the hidden
nuggets of L & H are a rare treat worth the wait. To save you all the pain of 1930s opera, below you’ll find details of the L & H
scenes and the times they occur in the soundtrack, meaning you can spend the hour saved on something more entertaining, like
walking the dog, watching paint dry, or even watching ‘A HAUNTING WE WILL GO’… You’re welcome.
Here we go, then. Blink and you’ll miss them! Listening to these scenes works a lot better if you have the L & H ‘bible’ by
McCabe, Kilgore and Bann handy, as this reproduces stills from these lost scenes.
02:06 THE BRAVE BANDITS
Stan and Babe’s role as bumbling sidekicks is established early on as Tibbett brusquely instructs them to take care of the horses. This
leads to a classic moment of faux bravado from Ollie: “He always talks to me like that… that’s for the benefit of the other men.” This is
followed by his comically overdone tale of bravado, describing how he once rescued Tibbett from a mountain lion. “I had just finished
polishing my sabre, and not wishing to dirty it… I slapped them to death!” Stan joins in with the punchline, illustrating how often Ollie
wheels out this tale.
12.33 – 13.35 DOOR TROUBLE
After some establishing of plot, some singing, some wooing and, er, more singing, we pick up with the band of rogues on the move.
Stan and Babe’s presence is established by one of the characters commanding them, “You two…wait here!”. After a brief cut back to
some plot, we hear the clunks, groans and cries of a typical L & H slapstick routine. It’s apparent that they are trying to close a stable
door. First, Stan attempts to do so, which ends in tears. Ollie predictably admonishes him and demonstrates himself, with even worse
consequences. This sort of material with gates and doors is the sort of the thing that the team did in their sleep, and would have been a
simple routine to ad lib in the limited time available. Unfortunately, such a visual sequence doesn’t really come off without the image.
16.20 – 17.05 A BARREL FULL OF BABE
Stills reveal this to be a scene involving mounting a horse. After some grunting from Ollie, Stan
suggests that Ollie climb on a barrel to assist him. Ollie is delighted by the suggestion. What could
possibly go wrong? You guessed it… the hefty splash sound enables us to visualise the punchline, and
the long pause afterwards was doubtless dedicated to a Hardy camera look!
23.00 – 23.30 a brief bit of squabbling from the boys; a Laurel cry followed by a Hardy yelp of pain!
‘THE ROGUE SONG’ was used extensively in advertising for the Technicolor process.
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29.09 – 30.46. Minding the horses for Tibbett, Stan and Babe arouse the suspicion of a guard. He
asks Babe who Stan is, but Babe denies all knowledge of him or the horses. Enquiries directed at
Stan are no more helpful… his reply is, “What horse?”!
37.48 – 42.00 SAY CHEESE!
Stan and babe’s longest pantomime scene begins with a totally silent segment now lost to us, as
Stan and Babe purchase some cheese. The still on the right gives us some idea of what goes on,
though…
This leads in to a sequence where Stan’s enjoyment of dairy produce is hindered by a bee, continually
buzzing around and producing a louder sound each time he opens his mouth, leading us to the
conclusion that he has swallowed it…
Happily, 30 seconds of this is preserved in the trailer, with some priceless facial expressions from Stan as
he contemplates the source of buzzing. Ollie joins in, prodding Stan’s stomach to produce a buzzing
sound. (This is somewhat reminiscent of a later ‘guest sequence’, in PICK A STAR, when Ollie swallows a
harmonica). Stan’s panic rises as he concludes “I think I swallowed a bee… or something!!”.
After this, their most sizeable scene, Stan and Babe disappear for a good four reels, while the warbling
and heroics and romance continue. Do yourself a favour and skip to…
1.17.30 A CLOSE SHAVE
Here, Stan and Ollie are discussing their trip across the desert, with some more pomposity from Ollie.
OLLIE: Why, he [Tibbett] was so ti red, he wouldn’t even talk to me!
STAN: I noticed that…
This leads into a shaving routine, preceded with Ollie’s warning, “And don’t dip your brush in the soup!”.
Another visual routine, here the essence is preserved by sandpaper sound effects, some Ollie ‘glub-glubglub’ noises, and a variation of one of Ollie’s catchphrases – ‘Why don’t you SHAVE me?!”. Stan
eventually drops his razor down Ollie’s shirt back and attempts to retrieve it. The routine concludes at
1.21.26 with the sound of ripping…
1.25.00 STORM’S A-BREWING.
Screen-caps of the two surviving
L & H scenes from ‘THE ROGUE
SONG’. The trailer preserves the
cheese scene, and the cave
sequence exists as an isolated
fragment.

A storm blows into the bandit camp, and at this point we are again blessed with some surviving
footage… As a storm blows in to the bandits’ camp, Stan and Ollie are revealed in bed when their tent
blows away. Seeking shelter, they make their way into a cave. Typically for one of the rare surviving
scenes, the shot now plays out in complete darkness!, We hear the dialogue enacted in darkness as Ollie
asks Stan where he found his fur coat. Stan replies that he has no fur coat. Shortly hereafter, Ollie’s
confusion is explained by the roar of a bear, sending the boys running into the night again.

At this early point in the sound era, it was still a novel effect to supply humour purely through dialogue
and the audience’s imagination in such “blackout” scenes. Harold Lloyd had played with this in
‘WELCOME DANGER’ (1929), and L & H would expand on this scene in ‘PARDON US’ (1931). The gag of
picture without dialogue, perhaps a pithy comment on the “all-talking” revolution, was also an
ironically prescient foretelling of the film’s eventual state; almost the entirety of the ‘THE ROGUE
SONG’ now plays out in this way!
1.38.00 THE END.
Stan and Babe play a fairly prominent role in the film’s climax. They witness Tibbett’s capture and relay
the news to the bandit gang. Ollie pretends that Tibbett’s last wish was for him to be in charge, but is
met with derisive laughter as the bandit king returns. After a final song, L & H return for one final scene
as the bandit gang move on at the film’s fade. Told once more to “Take care of the horses!”, their role
is finally revealed in its full glory as they select their shovels and make their way down the line of
animals… The stills preserve a typical L & H grace note as Babe judiciously selects the smallest shovel
for himself.
Passing time and the instability of early colour footage make it increasingly unlikely that we’ll see the full version of ‘THE ROGUE SONG’. But,
with all the incredible film discoveries lately, who knows? At least the fragments and soundtrack we are left with provide us with something.

INSPECTOR WYATT INVESTIGATES…
(OR WHAT THE -? WHO THE? WHERE?)
The only person who answered any of the queries last issue from David Glass was … er …
David Glass. Remember those retitled Bobby Dunn extracts in the ‘Laff a Bits’ tv series he
asked about? Well, Steve Massa identified two of them for him and they’re both from the same film. TOP POSITION
with B.D. up on the scaffolding and THE BIG KIDNAP CAPER with B.D. rescuing a girl from a band of thugs both
come from NO DANGER (1923) - director Eddie Lyons.
Confusingly, Glen Cavender plays a cop in the first extract and the head of the band of kidnappers (somewhat
disguised) in the second one, which made it difficult to guess that they were from the same film. But now all is
revealed and you can see more or less the complete film on YouTube.
Dave Glass (Bobby Dunn’s greatest fan …. possibly only fan?) has put more of his films on You Tube including
FLAPPER FEVER, ALL IS LOST, and THE UNMOUNTED POLICEMAN but several more still need to be identified, so
please take a look. There is even one - ’Bobby Blanchisseur’ with B.D. working in a Chinese laundry, which seems to
come from a French titled 9.5mm print.
Which brings me neatly to another query I can answer (for once!), from Ian Taylor. He wants to know the original
title for a Hall Room Boys comedy which he’s got in an edited version on 9.5mm as CRAZY VILLA.
The answer is OH! MA THE RENT TAKER. This seemingly meaningless title was a pun on a then current feature title
- OMAR THE TENT MAKER. Many titles of short comedies were similar puns - LIZZIES OF THE FIELD, FEET OF
MUD, MADAME SANS JANE, THE IRON NAG etc etc - and usually, as here, the comedy had no connection with the
title being spoofed.; another thing which makes it so hard to guess the right titles of comedy shorts if they’ve been
changed somewhere along the line.
Who were the Hall Room Boys?, I hear
you cry.
The Hall Room Boys was a long running
series made by poverty row company
CBC (for Cohn, Brandt, Cohn - Harry
Cohn, his brother Jack plus Joe Brandt)
which finally became Columbia Pictures.
Based on a newspaper cartoon strip by
H.A.McGill, the films were cheap but
surprisingly popular especially since the stars kept changing.
The original team of Ed Flanagan and Neely Edwards soon became Hugh Fay and Edwards, then Sid Smith and Harry
McCoy, Smith and Jimmie Adams, Smith and George Williams and finally Williams and Al Alt. Not the best way to
produce a series based on a two man comedy team, I would have thought!
OH! MA THE RENT TAKER(1923) is a late entry in the series starring the last (and least talented) team - Al Alt &
George Williams. By now the company was putting most of its efforts into establishing production of drama features,
the short comedies were winding down - and it showed. The series ended five films and four months later.
In this one the Boys are evicted from their lodgings (a recurring theme) but are offered a house by a millionaire who’s
off on a trip to Europe. Meanwhile his caretaker has rented the same house to a spiritualist (Bud Jamison) who
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naturally holds a séance on the night they arrive. Cue second reel of spooky house gags until
our heroes are frightened off into the distance.
CRAZY VILLA is mostly the second reel of spooky stuff, so no millionaire, plot set up or
credits. Many of the Hall Room Boys comedies were sold like this in 9.5mm home movie
versions & some only exist thanks to these extracts. But as Pathescope changed all the titles
(and sometimes the plots!) we’re left with some problems. I’ve sorted a load of them out and
will be printing a complete catalogue one day identifying these and most of the other
comedies released on 9.5mm. You’ll be the first to hear about it and you better all buy it (or

Al Alt, one of the
later actors to pass
through ‘THE HALL
ROOM BOYS’.
Mr Alt appears in
this issue’s mystery
film, ‘OH MA, THE
RENT TAKER’.

else ….) (or else who will?)
Meanwhile here are the Hall Room Boys reels that I’m still trying to identify for the
catalogue:
GO WNS LTD - Sid Smith and George Williams. With Billy Franey. Set in a fashion show
with Bud Jamison in the audience. Sitting on some glue, he loses most of his clothes trying to
get free and chases them for the rest of the film.
T HE RENT PROBLEM - Smith and Williams. Various boarding house gags as they try to
avoid paying the bill delivered by Dick Sutherland. They escape him hiding in some barrels
which are carted away on a truck.

U P FOR AUCTION - Smith and Wiliams escape their landlady - Williams disappears in the rest of the film which has
Sid Smith being auctioned to a guy who insures him for $1000, then tries to injure him in a car accident, with
gunpowder and leaving him blindfolded on top of a half built sky scraper. When finally making a claim, he finds the
insurance company has gone bust. With Billy Franey.
ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN - Al Alt and Williams. In hospital after an accident - Bud Jamison is a surgeon who
provides rough treatment and chases them when they escape. Billy Franey is a patient with a gun in the ’Bootleg
Ward’.
LUNCH FOR THE FAMILY - Alt and Williams visit sister Thelma Hill, married to Bud Jamison. Jamison is stingy
with food and eventually throws them out. My guess is that this may be from ONLY A HUSBAND, 1923.
It seems the trade magazines stopped reviewing the films as the s eries wore on (“wore”
on is right - probably exactly the reason, as they wore out their welcome and there were
better things to review by then ) So it’s really a case of either finding the complete films
(as I said, few exist), hearing from someone who remembers seeing them (unlikely, - the
plots are decidedly unmemorable to say the least) or checking all the films that do exist
to rule out all the titles that aren’t these ones - if you see what I mean. So if anyone has
any Hall Room Boys comedies anywhere, except for those on 9.5mm, I’d be pleased to
hear from them.
And if I don’t find the right title soon for a Bobby Ray comedy, also on 9.5mm and
retitled ‘Oh For the Noble Art’ - I’ll scream! Send in more queries - or I’ll be forced to
rant on about that one next time.

Many thanks to DW for some more sterling detective work. Please keep those
enquiries coming in (we need to keep him busy somehow!). Now, are there any
Bobby Ray experts out there??

Looking for

LLOYD HAMILTON…

In the last issue, we examined the films of forgotten silent comedy hero Lloyd Hamilton. As you
may remember, many of Hamilton’s films are long lost, leaving only scattered remains. I
thought it might be useful to provide a list of his classic silent shorts, with brief synopses and an indication of their survival (as
well as DVD availability). This is by no means an exhaustive list; for one thing, I’ve skipped over his early films, the primitive
Ham & Bud shorts, the embryonic Fox comedies and his later talkies. This is principally a summary of his Educational series,
the films that really entrenched his reputation as a clown of the first water. This is more a list for quick reference, and for this
reason I’ve skipped over full technical details. You can find these, along with a complete filmography, in Anthony Balducci’s
excellent book, ‘LLOYD HAMILTON, POOR BOY COMEDIAN OF SILENT CINEMA’.
I’ve compiled my list and synopses principally from the trade magazines at lantern.mediahist.org, though Mr Balducci’s book
helped to provide details of which films still exist in archives. You’ll notice that many of the synopses sound extremely
rudimentary. It was Hamilton’s reaction comedy that was able to turn these into somet hing special; many of his best films,
like ‘MOVE ALONG’, share similarly limited plots, meaning that the synopses can barely even capture the flavour of films. If
only we knew what we were missing! As usual, titles in green exist in full, those in orange only exist partially and those in red
are not known to exist in any form. Prepare yourself for a lot of red in this list!
his time as a modern-day Robinson Crusoe. (remade as

1920
DUCK INN – Lloyd attempts to bag a rare duck to win a
hunter’s daughter.
DYNAMITE – Lloyd inherits a power plant which is the

Hamilton’s talkie ‘ROBINSON CRUSOE & SON’ in 1932.
THE VAGRANT – Ham, the eponymous drifter, is
constantly moved along by a cop (remade by Hamilton as
‘MOVE ALONG’ in 1926)

target for saboteurs.
APRIL FOOL – Lloyd endures a barrage of practical jokes,
before finding himself on board ship as a cabin boy.
THE SIMP – Playboy Lloyd is thrown out of the house by
his father, and takes to the streets. He has misadventures
with a girl, a thief and a dog. Available on Looser Than

THE ADVISOR – Lloyd as an inept lawyer with dreams of
grandeur. A former client seeks him out to gain revenge. (A
very similar plotline to the later Will Hay vehicle ‘MY
LEARNED FRIEND’. Coincidence or did someone remember
the earlier film? Hay’s and Hamilton’s styles certainly
shared similarities.)

Loose’s ‘HAMADDENDA, VOL 1’ DVD.

1922

1921

ROLLING STONES – Lloyd and his kid brother embark on a

MOONSHINE –In this backwoods tale, moonshiner Ham is
constantly at odds with the revenuers. Available on Looser
Than Loose’s ‘HAMADDENDA, VOL 1’ DVD.
THE GREENHORN – Lloyd is an immigrant coming to collect
an inheritance. He has troubles trying to escape Ellis Island,
until fortune hunters find
him…
ROBINSON CRUSOE, LTD –
Lloyd retells the story of

number of money-making escapades.
THE RAINMAKER – Lloyd is mistaken for a rainmaker in a
desert town.
POOR BOY – It’s Sunday morning in a small town, and hobo
Lloyd helps out in Church to please a pretty girl.
THE EDUCATOR – The inhabitants of Angelville are
enthusiastically opposed to education. Enter Lloyd, the new
schoolteacher… (Basic premise remade by Charley Chase as
‘TEACHER’S PEST’)
THE SPEEDER – Lloyd is the proud owner of a new
sports car.
1923
NO LUCK – Lloyd dreams of being invited to a
society gathering.

Hamilton in his standard costume, and with
Irene Dalton in ‘THE RAINMAKER’.
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EXTRA! EXTRA! - Lloyd is an eager reporter looking for a
scoop.
UNEASY FEET – Country boy Lloyd’s adventures in the city,
principally his unsuccessful attempts to buy a new suit.
F.O.B. – Lloyd and his dog ride the rails with a bunch of
hoboes.
THE OPTIMIST – A spoof of the Pilgrim fathers, as Lloyd
recounts the tale of his ancestors.

1926
CAREFUL, PLEASE – Debt collector Lloyd attempts to
repossess some furniture, but ends up rescuing a
kidnapped heiress. Available in Looser Than Looser’s Lloyd
Hamilton Collection.
NOBODY’S BUSINESS – Lloyd’s typically catastrophic
morning routine – dressing himself, a streetcar ride, and
working at his lunch counter, which ends up in the sea.
Available in Looser Than Looser’s Lloyd Hamilton
Collection.

1924
MY FRIEND – Lloyd tries to eat lunch whilst avoiding a
plague of dogs, then finds employment as a butler.
LONESOME – Wastrels Lloyd and Ruth Hiatt try to find food
and shelter on a wet night.
KILLING TIME – Lloyd is engaged to teach table manners to
newly rich Dick Sutherland.
GOING EAST – Lloyd has a disastrous train journey, made
especially worse by the presence of a skunk…
GOOD MORNING – After saving the townsfolk from a
bear, Lloyd is invited to officiate at a charity bazaar. It
does not go well for him. Reel 2 exists.
JONAH JONES – Lloyd and sweetheart Babe London have
adventures on the farm and in the city. Available on
‘AMERICAN SLAPSTICK VOL 2’ and Looser Than Looser’s
Lloyd Hamilton Collection.

NOTHING MATTERS – Private detective Lloyd is lured into
an opium den.
MOVE ALONG – Lloyd is a hapless bum constantly moved
on by a cop. A remake of ‘THE VAGRANT’. Available in
Looser Than Looser’s Lloyd Hamilton Collection.
JOLLY TARS - Lloyd as helpless recruit #2; now it’s the
navy’s turn.
AT EASE – Lloyd as helpless recruit #1; the army suffers.
TEACHER, TEACHER – Lloyd is a less-than-outstanding
schoolteacher. Probably reuses elements of ‘THE
EDUCATOR’.
ONE SUNDAY MORNING – Lloyd and family set out for a
Sunday outing. Thanks to continued problems with a faulty
car, they never make it there. This almost sounds like a
forerunner of Laurel and Hardy’s ‘PERFECT DAY’.
1927

1925
HOOKED – Lloyd attempts to go fishing, but all he catches
is a squirrel in his suit! Only a cutdown fragment of this
film exists.
CRUSHED – In between getting married to a harridan and
inventing an anti-mosquito device, Lloyd has
misadventures on the NY Subway system. Available in

PEACEFUL OSCAR – Peaceful Oscar has his temper riled…
HERE COMES CHARLIE – Lloyd as shoe salesman. This film
marks Lloyd phasing out his trademark ‘poor boy’ flat cap
and check tie.
GOOSE FLESH – Lloyd is, again, a private detective. This
time, he guards a necklace in a spooky mansion.

Looser Than Looser’s Lloyd Hamilton Collection.
NEW WRINKLES – Lloyd’s misadventures incl ude attempts
HALF A HERO – Perhaps the archetypal random-plot-twists
Hamilton comedy. He is by turns a tramp, a policeman and

to buy a new hat.

a prizefighter!

HIS BETTER
HALF – Lloyd
is persuaded
to dress in
drag and pose

KING COTTON – Hamilton on a cotton plantation.
WAITING – When Lloyd’s girl goes out for a meal with
another man, he follows them as a waiter.

as a wife.

THE MOVIES – Hamilton plays his own double in a film.
Available on ‘THE FORGOTTEN FILMS OF ROSCOE ‘FATTY’
ARBUCKLE’.

Unwanted company in ‘NOBODY’S BUSINESS’.
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BREEZING ALONG – Lloyd finds work as a butler to a rich family. He buttles, with less
than spectacular results. Available on ‘AMERICAN SLAPSTICK, VOL 2’.
SOMEBODY’S FAULT – Lloyd gets a job as an electrician’s apprentice. As you might have
guessed, his attitude to safety safety in the workplace ranges from casual to nonexistent.
PAPA’S BOY – Bespectacled, butterfly-chasing Lloyd is sent to the backwoods to
toughen up. Available on ‘ACCIDENTALLY PRESERVED, VOL 2’.
1928
ALMOST A GENTLEMAN – A golf course comedy.

A scene from ‘NEW WRINKLES’;
another lost two-reeler.

BETWEEN JOBS – Lloyd is enlisted to buil d a home. Take a guess how well -constructed it turns out to be.
BLAZING AWAY – Lloyd and Kewpie Morgan are rival taxi drivers as well as opponents in a football game.
A HOME MADE MAN – Lloyd is engaged by Kewpie Morgan to work as a soda jerk, then is promoted to gym instructor.
LISTEN, CHILDREN – Lloyd takes a job at a military academy.

So there you have it. A dismaying amount of red, especially in those early years of 1922-1923, when Hamilton’s
most revered films were made. Still, at least we do have at least some examples of Hamilton the idiosyncratic
comic at work. Of course, not all of the existing films are available to Joe public. Many remain locked away in
archives, but there are an increasing number available on DVD. .
LOOSER THAN LOOSE DVD provide the most extensive range of Hamilton’s work. Chief amongst this is their 5 disc set,
‘HAM: THE LOST MAGIC OF LLOYD HAMILTON’. It’s pricy at $65.00 but these films are very rare, and you can pick up
each disc separately for $19.99. Discs 2 and 3 are where the goldmine is to be found, featuring his best 1920s work.
Disc 1: Ham & Bud shorts: HAM IN A HAREM/HAM AND THE SAUSAGE FACTORY/THE SPOOK RAISERS/THE LOVE
MAGNET/THE GREAT DETECTIVE/THE DEADLY DOUGHNUT/THE BATHTUB BANDIT
Disc 2: Classic 1920s shorts. JONAH JONES/CAREFUL, PLEASE/NOBODY’S BUSINESS/ NOTHING MATTERS (reel 1 only/A
FLYER IN FLAPJACKS (Ham & Bud)
DISC 3: Classic 1920s shorts . MOVE ALONG/CRUSHED/HIS DARKER SELF (2reel version)/HOOKED (fragment)/GOOD
MORNING JUDGE (Ham & Bud)
DISC 4: Talkie shorts. GOOD MORNING SHERRIFF/ TOOT SWEET/ DON’T BE NERVOUS/ HOLLYWOOD ON PARADE/ THE
MODEL JANITOR (Ham & Bud).
Disc 5: Extras, including a fragment of APRIL FOOL, Ham & Bud shorts THE PHONEY CANNIBA L and RASKEY’S ROAD
SHOW, Bud Duncan solo shorts, unidentified clips and press sheets, etc.
LOOSER THAN LOOSE have also released a follow up volume, ‘HAMADDENDA’. This features Hamilton’s MOONSHINE
and THE SIMP, plus several Ham and Bud shorts and his tal kie ‘PRIZE PUPPIES. Finally, ‘SENNETT volume 3’ includes his
excellent talkie short ‘TOO MANY HIGHBALLS’.
AMERICAN SLAPSTICK VOL 2 fea tures Hamilton’s JONAH JONES a nd BREEZING ALONG, as well as l ots of other great silent comedies.
Gra pevine Vi deo has a collection of 5 Ha m talkies: DON’T BE NERVOUS, PRIZE PUPPIES, FALSE IMPRESSIONS, DOUBLING IN THE
QUICKIES a nd POP’S PAL. They a re reportedly a lso working on a DVD of silent Ham s horts.
Fi nally, In this month’s DVD news, you ca n find in formation on two recently released DVDs featuring Ham’s films. He’s out there, i n
bi ts and pieces!
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lives as well.
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DVD NEWS
MACK SENNETT COLLECTION ARRIVES!
It seems like I’ve been writing about Cinemuseum’s Mack Sennett Collection forever. Such care has
been lavished on it that it has been a long time coming, and now finally a release date is in sight. A
good chunk of the films have aired on TCM, showcasing the beautifully restored new versions with
great music scores. Cinemuseum head Paul Gierucki has posted the contents of the set on
www.silentcomedymafia.com, and there has since been cover art and a street date revealed.Here
are the 50 (!) films that make up THE MACK SENNETT COLLECTION VOLUME 1:
THE CURTAIN POLE
2 THE MANICURE LADY
3 A DASH THROUGH THE CLOUDS
4 THE WATER NYMPH
5 A GROCERY CLERK’S ROMANCE
6 ON HIS WEDDING DAY
7 BANGVILLE POLICE
8 A FISHY AFFAIR
9 THE SPEED KINGS
10 A THIEF CATCHER
11 THE GREAT TOE MYSTERY
12 RECREATION
13 SHOT IN THE EXCITEMENT

14 THE NOISE OF BOMBS
15 AMBROSE’S FIRST FALSEHOOD
16 A BIRD’S A BIRD
17 GUSSLE’S DAY OF REST
18 DO-RE-MI-BOOM!
19 A LOVER’S LOST CONTROL
20 A SUBMARINE PIRATE
21 FATTY AND MABEL ADRIFT
22 HIS BITTER PILL
23 MADCAP AMBROSE
24 TEDDY AT THE THROTTLE
25 HER TORPEDOED LOVE
26 A CLEVER DUMMY

27 HEARTS AND FLOWERS
28 DOWN ON THE FARM
29 DON’T WEAKEN
30 GYMNASIUM JIM
31 THE EXTRA GIRL
32 THE DARE-DEVIL
33 BLACK OXFORDS
34 GALLOPING BUNGALOWS
35 HIS MARRIAGE WOW
36 SUPER-HOOPER-DYNE LIZZIES
37 A RAINY KNIGHT
38 SATURDAY AFTERNOON
39 A SEA DOG’S TALE

40 HOBOKEN TO HOLLYWOOD
41 ICE COLD COCOS
42 BROKE IN CHINA
43 THE PRIDE OF PIKEVILLE
44 FIDDLESTICKS
45 RUN, GIRL, RUN
46 TAXI FOR TWO
47 THE BLUFFER
48 THE DENTIST
49 DON’T PLAY BRIDGE WITH
YOUR WIFE
50 THE FATAL GLASS OF BEER

Whew! That’s quite a haul. Lots to be excited about, but it’s especially thrilling to see the Chaplin rediscovery ‘A
THIEF CATCHER’ in there, as well as rare shorts like ‘TAXI FOR TWO’ and ‘BLACK OXFORDS’, not to mention restored
versions of ‘THE EXTRA GIRL’ and ‘THE DENTIST’. There are also extra features promised. More details (and preorder) at www.flickeralley.com. Interesting that it’s called Volume 1; I’m greedily hoping for volume 2 already! The
only catch is that, apparently, this will only be released on Blu-Ray and not DVD.

MORE RARE RELEASES FROM ALPHA VIDEO
Unlike the meticulously restored Mack Sennett collection, Alpha Video releases are somewhat more rough and
ready, being sourced from all sorts of collector prints. Still, they do offer many rare talents, an d on some releases the
quality is surprisingly good. Here are some of the most interesting recent releases:
1. AMUSEMENT PARK ANTICS. As well as the well known Arbuckle-Keaton ‘CONEY ISLAND’ , this includes a rare
short with Wallace Lupino, amongst others
2. SLAPSTICK MARATHON – contains some rare-ish shorts, including Lloyd Hamilton’s ‘MOVE ALONG’.
3. LUPINO LANE VOL 2. Features the classic ‘SWORD POINTS’, alongside ‘DRAMA DELUXE’, ‘SUMMER SAPS’ and
‘THE FIGHTING DUDE’. Quality not up to the last Alpha Lane collection, but a great selection of films.
4. BIG BOY COMEDIES- 4 of the rare kid comedies starring Malcolm ‘Big Boy’Sebastian: "Raisin' Cain" (1926),
"She's a Boy" (1227), "My Kid" (1926) and "Baby Be Good" (1925).
Visit www.oldies.com for these and other releases…
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ACCIDENTALLY PRESERVED, VOL 2
Last issue, we reviewed Ben Model’s great collection of Silent Comedy odds and ends,
‘ACCIDENTALLY PRESERVED’. Well, there’s good news as Ben has released a second
volume with an even better selection of films! Again spotlighting some lesser known
comedians, several of these films are from the overlooked Educational Studios,
including a rare Lloyd Hamilton short. Here’s the lowdown on contents…
PAPA’S BOY (aka WHO’S KIDDING WHO?) This 1927 Lloyd Hamilton short is just a bit too
late to be from his great period, but still has lots to recommend it. Hamilton plays an
effete, butterfly-chasing milksop sent to the backwoods to toughen up.
HELTER SKELTER (1927) Malcolm ‘Big Boy’ Sebastian was Educational’s child star in the late 1920s. This is one of his
rarely seen shorts.
THE LITTLE PEST (1927). The small, eternally harassed Neely Edwards in a one -reel short.
COOK, PAPA, COOK. (1928) One of the Educational one-reel Cameo comedies, which specialised in domestic
situation comedies. This features forgotten comic Henry Murdock doing battle with a new -fangled electric toaster.
WHY WILD MEN GO WILD (1920) Bobby Vernon stars.
SHERLOCK’S HOME. (1924) Alberta Vaughn, sometime Langdon leading lady, stars in one of the ‘Telephone Girls’
series. A rare series starring female comediennes, these are an overlooked group of films veering more to situation
than slapstick.
CHARLEY ON THE FARM (1919) One of the Charlie Chaplin cartoons made in the teens.
Finally, there are two non-comedies, one a safety information film and the other a ‘Christmas Seals’ film. A
fascinating collection of rarities and unfairly neglected comics, all complete with Mr Model’s wonderful piano scores.
But that’s not all from Ben Model! He also has two other releases ready. Firstly, there’s a collection of the surreal,
forgotten ‘MUSTY SUFFER’ shorts. Finally, he’s also just released a rare Monty Banks feature, FLYING LUCK, with his
own score. Hats off to Ben for doing so much to make so many rare films available at a good price, with great music
scores, too!
Following on from their collection of Roscoe Arbuckle and Shemp Howard Vitaphone shorts, Warner
Archive have followed this up with a second collection devoted solely to Shemp. This features him
starring solo, as well as in support of other comics, and in the ‘Joe Palooka’ series.
Shorts include: Gobs of Fun

(1933); Daredevil O’Dare, My Mummy’s Arms, Smoked Hams, So You Won’t

T-T-T-Talk, A Peach of a Pair, His First Flame (1934), Dizzy and Daffy, Why Pay Rent?, Serves You Right,
On the Wagon, The Officer’s Mess (1935) When the C at’s Away, Absorbing Junior, Joe Palooka: For the
Love of Pete, Joe Palooka: Here’s Howe, Joe Palooka: Punch a nd Beauty, Joe Palooka: The C hoke’s on
You, Joe Palooka: The Blonde Bomber (1936), Joe Palooka: Kick Me Again, Joe Palooka:Taking the C ount
(1937).

Finally, Warner Archive have released a real rarity from their vaults. Buster Keaton’s FREE AND EASY
has previously been on DVD as part of the TCM Buster Keaton collection, but as a bonus feature a
new release of the film features ‘ESTRELLADOS’. This is the phonetically filmed Spanis h language
version of ‘FREE AND EASY’. Excerpts have been seen in ‘BUSTER KEATON: A HARD ACT TO
FOLLOW’, but the whole film has rarely, if ever, been seen. As MGM’s rigorous production methods
were carried into their foreign language versions, it is unlikely to contain any vastly different scenes,
but a real curio nonetheless for the Keaton Kompletist!
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The JOURS DE FETE film festival
and some reflections on French film comedy
The Jours de Fête film festival in Scarborough is an annual event focusing on French
cinema. This year, amongst the offerings were several rare French silent films, comedies
and later films influenced by the slapstick masters.
No overview of French comedy films would be complete without mention of the man
described by Chaplin as ‘the professor’. Max Linder, one of the very first major screen
comedians, had made around 170 films before Chaplin ever stepped in front of a camera.
Considering how early they came in screen comedy’s history, the majority of his films are
remarkably well directed (by Linder himself). This weekend there was but one offering,
MAX ET LA DOCTORESSE’ (‘MAX AND THE LADY DOCTOR’). This was the story of Max
inventing ailments in order to visit the title character. There were some very funny
sequences of Max turning bashful as she attempts a physical examination of him.
Eventually, he marries her, but is soon driven to fury by the queues of male patients
lining up to be examined by his wife.
Every time I see a Linder film, I’m amazed at how fresh and sophisticated they seem,
given his limited resources. Apart from the clothes and sets, it was hard to imagine this
film was almost 110 years old! Max was an expert at mixing sophisticated and gentle
comedy with vulgar touches and sight gag belly laughs. It’s easy to see why Chaplin admired him so much, and
Charley Chase was surely influenced as well.
There were several other silent s shown, including Fritz Lang’s ‘DER KRIEMHELDEN’ and a selection of early Pathe
shorts. Occasional non-French films also turned up to augment the programme, one such example being Clara Bow’s
THE PLASTIC AGE. I was keen to see this, having heard it was a light comedy drama in the vein of ‘MANTRAP’ and ‘IT’.
Unfortunately, it turned out to be a bit of a let-down. The story of a college football hero distracted from his studies
by Bow had too much sporting drama and too few funny moments for my liking. Worse, there was precious little of
Clara Bow; more footage seemed to be given to the bland leading man! Still, Clara was vivacious as always and there
were some great moments. One lovely sequence had Clara and her man out for a moonlit walk, but constantly
stumbling into other couples, their presence given away by legs dangling from tree branches and shoes dropping
from above.
A survey of French comedies would also be incomplete without an appearance by the other premier Gallic
comedian, Jacques Tati. First up was ‘L’ECOLE DES FACTEURS’(‘SCHOOL FOR POSTMEN’). Made in 1946,, this two reel short was Tati’s first independent production for his outlet Cady Films. It’s a really fun short, very much
influenced by the silent clowns, and especially Buster Keaton. The title is really the whole plot: Tati’s gangly postman
graduates from the eponymous school and tries to deliver his first round of mail.
Lots of great gags in this one, and it has a conciseness to it that Tati’s later work sometimes lacked. He reworked the
short into a feature, JOUR DE FETE, a year later, adding more background colouring to the vill age setting, and
(slightly) more plot. This time around, a travelling show visits the village, bringing with it a film show about the
hyper-modern American postal service. After everyone sees the film, Francois’ laconic delivery methods are
derided; he endeavours to speed up his round, working into a comic frenzy of letter delivery. He also adds in some
fantastic sight gags, my personal favourite being his drunken attempts to mount his bicycle, unaware that it has
become entangled in a fence.
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It was instructive to see the two films side by side, and
witness how Tati fleshed out a comic sketch into a carefully
painted, comically realist view of French village life. I’d also
never noticed that, as well as recycling gags from the
earlier short, he actually reuses the same footage in ‘JOUR
DE FETE’! Also interesting was the chance to see a ‘new
version’ of the film. In all, three versions and reissues exist;
a black and white original, a colour version filmed
simultaneously but unseen for many years, and a 1964 b/w
reissue adding extra footage of an artist narrator and some
colour stencilling. This 1964 version was new to me, and I
have to say the edits were a disappointment. The artist
narrator is an onlooker in separately shot footage, and
Shades of Laurel & Hardy in ‘PARTIE A CAMPAGNE’
adds a dubbed English commentary to the proceedings. He
has an impossibly cloying accent, and takes delight in pointing out the obvious: “Uh-oh, here comes a shopkeeper.
He doesn’t look happy. Look out, that’s wet paint! Oh dear, he’s sat in it!”. Presumably, this was a concession for
audiences put off by the prospect of a French film with subtitles. Nevertheless, it’s deeply sad and inappropriate that
such a talented visual storyteller and pantomimist had to have a running commentary added to his film. Not even
this intrusive addition could ruin the golden comedy moments in the film, though.
Although not all French comedies have embraced the essence of silent comedy as fully as Jacques Tati’s canon, there
are many lingering overtones in works by other filmmakers. Jean Renoir’s ‘PARTIE A CAMPAGNE’(1936) is a delightful
light comedy featurette about a 19th century family’s day out to the river. A blissfully idyllic portrait of summers gone
by, it is enlivened periodically by a pair of classic fools; their slapstick endeavours in pursuit of fish totally distract
them from the pair of boatmen romancing their wives. The most striking thing about the pair is their undeniably
resemblance to Mr Laurel and Mr Hardy. M Dupont’s courtly veneer hides a short-tempered bossiness; his skinny
sidekick Anatole wanders about vacuously, trying his best to please. Both wear bowler hats. At the time of ‘PARTIE
DE CAMPAGNE’’s release, L & H were riding the crest of their popularity, especially in Europe, so this is surely more
than mere coincidence.
Another river-based story was ‘L’ATALANTE’ (1934, dir Jean Vigo). A beautiful realist portrait of life on a canal boat,
comic relief was here provided by Michel Simon, a great character actor in such films as ‘BOUDOU SAVED FROM
DROWNING’. Simon added a charming comic pathos to his scenes, and there were several lovely instances of visual
humour.
Simon was also featured in ‘LA POISON’, an extremely black comedy about a husband and wife who detest each
other and plan to kill one another. Yet again there were echoes of a silent clown, as the film trod similar ground to
Chaplin’s ‘MONSIEUR VERDOUX’. ‘LA POISON’ followed a similar vein of cold detachment and business-like approach
to murder. Chaplin’s views that ‘numbers sanctify’ killings in war, and that . In a parallel In recently war-torn France,
such a view probably had increased credence, and no doubt helped to allow Simon’s even more controversial
musings to pass muster.
Chaplin, or ‘Charlot’, as the French nicknamed him, loomed as large as Keaton over much French cinema. One
explicit example came in LE SCHPOUNTZ. Starring horse-faced comedian Fernandel, this was directed by Marcel
Pagnol. Pagnol was a film super-fan, starting the magazine Cahiers du Cinema before beginning his directing career.
LE SCHPOUNTZ is yet another variation on the old plot of a gormless fool aspiring to be a dramatic star but
accidentally making a success in comedy. Here it is given greater interest by the space given to the philosophical
viewpoint of Pagnol. Downhearted when he learns he will ‘only’ be a comedian, Fernandel is given a talking to by the
leading lady, during which he inspires him to the noble art of comedy by praising Chaplin and his art.
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The reverent attitude to clowning and visual humour has seen the
influence of silent comedy continue to pop up in French cinema to this
day, several examples of which appeared in the festival’s programme.
‘ZAZIE DANS LE METRO’ (1960) is an exuberant and fantastic celebration
of chaos, as the title character, a naughty young girl, turns the world of
her Uncle and his friends upside down on a visit to Paris. A series of
surreal, poster-paint coloured vignettes, it makes much out of visual
material. This is especially so in a fantasy chase scene, that makes warm,
tongue-in-cheek references to silent comedy and cartoons in a
kaleidoscope of action around the Paris streets.

A silent comedy chase in ‘ZAZIE DANS
LE METRO’
Less explicitly visual, but still retaining a warmly familiar sense of classic comedy is re cent release ‘RIEN A DECLARER’,
directed by Dany Boon. A vaguely updated version of JOUR DE FETE, it features a mobile Customs unit in a decrepit
little car, who decide to modernise in order to catch drug traffickers. With some wonderful visual humour, it proves
that the silent comedy tradition is alive and well in French cinema.

A new feature for this issue, wherein we give some space to some of the surviving cinemas from the golden age of
cinema-going, with an especial nod to those that still regularly show classic comedies.

THE STOCKPORT PLAZA
Stockport, near Manchester, hosts an art deco jewel in the Plaza. This really is a temple to the lost art of cinema going, a ‘Super Cinema’ designed to be the last word in luxury. Opening in 1932 with a double bill of Laurel & Hardy’s
‘JAILBIRDS’ (the UK title for ‘PARDON US’) and the Gene Gerrard vehicle ‘OUT OF THE BLUE’, it was replete with a
balcony, ornately plastered walls and ceilings and a rising Compton organ.
In common with many other cinemas, it was reduced to a humble bingo
hall; in the 1960s, and when that too closed, demolition looked likely.
Fortunately, a group of local enthusiasts were determined to save it. Set up
as a charitable trust, the Stockport Plaza received grants from the Heritage
Lottery Fund and now hosts theatre shows and cinema showings. The
period atmosphere is beautifully maintained, and the helpful volunteers
provide usher duties with all the flair of the golden age of movie -going. In
addition, the Compton Organ is played before each film showing..
The attention to detail continues to the choice of film showings, which very
much fit the Plaza’s original glory days. As well as acknowledged classics,
there are regular showings of more obscure British comedies, recent
examples including double bills of Jack Hulbert, Gracie Fields and The
Crazy Gang. Talks about the films’ stars are also held in the cinema’s bar.
Restoration of this magnificent cinema continues, as do the great events.
For more details about the cinema and its programme of events, visit
www.stockportplaza.co.uk. Congratulations to everyone involved for a
great job of restoration!
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THE BUFF’S BOOKSHELF
LAME BRAINS AND
LUNATICS by Steve Massa.

FUNNY WAY TO BE A
HERO by John Fi sher

Bear Manor Medi a, 492pp.
$29.99

Random House, 496pp. £35.00
A remarkable love letter to music hall and variety,

Silent Comedy allsorts, masterfully researched and
written.
Steve Massa’s new book echoes the title of the classic silent
comedy books by Kalton Lahue and Sam Gill, such as
‘CLOWN PRINCES & COURT JESTERS’, or ‘KOPS &
KUSTARDS’. Like those books, it covers a range of subjects
from across the gamut of silent comedy, reaching far
beyond the familiar faces. Of course, silent comedy is such
a vast subject that no single volume could cover everything.
Really, this is a selection box sampling from across the
whole genre. At one end of this spectrum are chapters
based around lesser known aspects of the great comedians’
careers, or areas tangentially related to them. In this
category, for instance, we have the chapter ‘KEATON AND
THE SILENT COMEDY GRAPEVINE’, which details the ways in
which other comedians learned, borrowed and stole from
Buster. Mr Massa’s gargantuan knowledge of silent comedy
enables him to open up completely new insights on familiar
subjects. In this case, the article doesn’t just detail well known Keatonites such as Larry Semon and Lupino Lane,
but reveals two performers who imitated him outright.
Who knew that BK had his own Billy Wests?
Other chapters in this category concern areas such as
Charley Chase’s career as director, or Harry Langdon’s
influence on Stan Laurel. Some of these chapters are
familiar from DVD booklets to which Mr Massa has
contributed, but are certainly worthy of inclusion, helping
to give a broader spectrum of silent comedy.
The other types of chapter deal with obscure performers.
These are not obscure in a Lloyd Hamilton, Lupino Lane or
even Charley Bowers kind of way; the performers here are
in a whole different class of anonymity. Marcel Perez? Fay
Tincher? These names are known by only the staunchest
buffs, and even then little else is spoken about them. But
don’t worry if that sounds a little too deep or obscure.
There’s something for everyone here, from the well -known
names to those mystery figures. Even if they are completely
unknown to you at the book’s beginning, the tangled skeins
of crossed paths and stylistic influences that litter silent
comedy somehow end up linking them back to more well known performers. Steve Massa’s brilliant research, lively
writing style and ample stills collection really bring these
neglected performers to life. In many cases, they have few
films left for him to write about, but he still manages to
piece together a good idea of what they were like. In
shining the investigator’s flashlight into the gloomy corners
of silent comedy, this book is a really important addition to
the list of must-have volumes, and a more than worthy
successor to the iconic books its name pays homage to. A
selection box it may be, but each selection is sweet and
tasty!

revisited.
I first came across John Fisher’s book ‘FUNNY WAY TO BE A
HERO’ in a second hand book shop in Wales, yea rs ago. I
didn’t recognise the title. But the dust jacket spine bore the
sort of playbill font that usually signifies relation to
vaudeville or variety. I wasn’t disappointed, and have
always been thankful that my idle curiosity caused me to
take it off the shelf.
Inside is a wealth of information about a galaxy of stars,
ranging from music hall stars like Dan Leno, right through to
then-current (1970s) stars such as Morecambe and Wise. At
the time, I was familiar with a few of the names inside
(George Formby, Will Hay, Tony Hancock), but this book
went far deeper into performers whose stardom had not
lasted, who never appeared on film, or whose names and
images had been forgotten. What makes ’FUNNY WAY TO
BE A HERO’ such a magnificent book is the way that John
Fisher brings each and every faded jester to life. The text
eloquently paints a clear picture of each performer’s
unique talent, striking a harmonious balance between
celebration and eulogy. Performers I had never seen came
jumping boldly from the pages, making me laugh even
when I had never seen or heard their material. Very few
books really have the ability to do this; the other one that
springs to mind is Walter Kerr’s ‘THE SILENT CLOWNS’, and
indeed this book might be considered the music hall and
variety version of the former.
Where Fisher and Kerr’s books differ is in the remit of their
coverage. Whilst Kerr’s book drew a line under Chaplin’s
walk into the sunset at the close of ‘MODERN TIMES’,
Fisher realises that the music hall tradition was a shapeshifting tradition that remains to this day, an inheritance of
all British performers still conspiring to make audiences
forget their troubles.
In this new hardback edition, he has updated the text to
take account of this, adding to each chapter an afterword
saying how that performer’s influence has continued. This
raises some really interesting parallels: Frankie Howerd’s
relation to Eddie Izzard, for instance, or Robb Wilton’s preemption of David Mitchell’s dithering.
Mr Fisher has also found space to include extra chapters,
on The Two Ronnies and Tommy Cooper, who achieved
their biggest success after the book’s first edition.
This edition also benefits from the addition of many extra
photographs, posters and variety bills, many of which are
now reproduced in colour. A fairly hefty price tag at £35.00,
yes, but a book to love, cherish and dip into again and
again. A must!
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